
M I C R O N  V C T 

1) Strip all floor finish. Plan on the stripping process to apply the Micron Sealers to be a 125% effort as 
compared to stripping to reapply floor finish. The Micron Sealers are clear and thin and do not hide floor 
finish/soil/marks on the floor.
2) Using a 175-rpm floor machine, dry buff the stripped VCT with a 3M Surface Prep Pad or equivalent.  
This process smooths out and makes the VCT more uniform, which results in a higher quality overall 
appearance with the Micron Sealers.
3) Apply two applications of Micron Primer at an average spread rate of 2,500 sq. feet per gallon/
application. First, spray product onto the microfiber pad to make the pad damp. Expect the first 
application will go on heavier than the second.  Spray product onto the section and then spread the 
product with a standard microfiber pad. Do sections 3’ x 5’ at a time. If one person is spraying and one 
person is spreading, then the spraying should be “just before” the person spreads in the section. Do 
NOT Pull Product from one section onto another. Do NOT overwork the product. Do spread product onto 
adjoining sections by a couple of inches to avoid skips. Do allow 20 minutes for the product to dry before 
applying the next application, or to burnish.
4) For higher shine, wait 20 minutes after the second application of Micron Primer and burnish the 
Micron Primer with a 3M, 3100 pad (Aqua). Burnish with an electric or propane burnisher.
5) Apply two applications of Vinyl Seal at an average of 5,000 sq. feet per gallon/application. First, spray 
product onto the microfiber pad to make it damp. Spray product onto a 3’ * 5’ section and immediately 
spread Vinyl Seal with a standard microfiber pad. Do not spray too much product. Thinner is better. The 
Vinyl Seal should not be white on the floor during application. Do sections 3’ x 5’ at a time. If one person 
is spraying and one person is spreading, then the spraying should be “just before” the person spreads 
in the section. Do NOT Pull Product from one section onto another. Do NOT overwork the product. Do 
spread product onto adjoining sections by a couple of inches to avoid skips. Do allow 10 minutes for the 
product to dry before applying the next application or to allow traffic.  
6) For higher shine, wait 20 minutes after each Vinyl Seal application and burnish with a 3M, 3100 pad 
(Aqua). Burnish with an electric or propane burnisher.

7) The floor is now ready for commercial traffic.
8) Keep water off the floor for 8 hours. 
9) Cleaning & Maintenance: Click here for instructions

Category: Micron
System: Micron VCT

Products: Surface Prep Pad, Micron Primer, Vinyl Seal, 
3M 3100 (Aqua) Burnishing Pad

Surface: VCT
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https://static.mywebsites360.com/cb8bccf89aea4ce29987689e464fa8b4/r/dfd79220bafd47f0b1bfb0dc1dd47fb0/1/Cleaning-Maintenance_Micron_040822.pdf
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